




2015 Commercial Classic Range Brochure 

ZIP PRODUCT SELECTOR 

The Zip Hydro Tap is available in many unique variations and 

contemporary designs and finishes. To find the Hydro lap that's 

right for you, use the simple step-by-step guide below. 

STEP 1: PICK YOUR WATER OPTIONS 

Crystal clear, filtered and any way you like it. 

Boiling Chilled Sparkling Ambient 

STEP 2: WHAT'S YOUR USAGE? 

Perfect for any office space. 
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STEP J: CHOOSE YOUR FINISH 

Available in four modern finishes to suit any decor . 

• • 
Bright Chrome Brushed Chrome Gloss Back Matt Black 

All standard product codes are for bright chrome. Please add suffix 
Z1 for Brushed Chrome, Z2 for Gloss Black and Z3 for Matt Black. 

For example HT1771Z1UK 

STEP 4: WHERE SHOULD IT GO? 

Flexibly incorporated into the layout of your kitchen. 

On a Sink 

l 
On an optional Font 

ZToo8 for Bright Chrome 

ZT009 for Satin Chrome 

ZT010 for Gloss Black 

ZT012 for Matt Black 

STEPS 

Zip Hydro Tap is available through all major 
Plumbers Merchants. Builders Merchant and 
Electrical Wholesalers. 

If you are unsure as to your nearest stockist 
please contact our Customer Care department 
on 0161 696 8484 











ZIP -AT YOUR SERVICE 

At Zip we're passionate about providing outstanding 
customer service. Our goal is to ensure that each and every 
Zip customer has a positive experience from enquiry to 
completion, resulting in their needs being met or exceeded. 
So whether you work for a large corporate company or you 
have a Zip product installed in a much smaller enterprise, you 
are assured of our upmost attention. 

With 60 directly employed, qualified, Zip Engineers, operating 
throughout the United Kingdom, we've got you covered. We 
believe our response times are the best in the industry, with 
same-day* call-out in London if you call us before midday. 

Call us today on 0845 6 005 005 to find out more. 

'Response times for other areas will vary. 

HARD WATER AREAS 

There are many areas of the UK where the water hardness levels are above 4 degrees Clark l6o parts per 
million CaCO). This causes a build up of limescale in appliances such as Zip Hydro Tap. We recommend, 
therefore. the installation of a Zip Professional Range Filtration system to alleviate the problems caused 
by hard water. 
There are 3 options depending on your type of business use 

For light commercial use, choose FL2300G4 KIT (for replacement cartridges FL2300) 
For medium commercial use, choose FL3600G4 KIT !for replacement cartridge FL3600) 
For heavy commercial use, choose FL6000G4 PLUS KIT !for replacement cartridge FL6000 PLUS 

WARRANTY 

All Zip Commercial Hydro Taps are covered by a full 2 years. on site, parts and labour warranty and an 
additional 3 years cover on the boiling tank. 

www.waterwizardeurope.co.uk
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Pl\ CE 
Note: Products shown in this brochure are protected by international patents. Further patents are pending. Copyright 2015. Zip reserves the right to change 
product specifications without notice. Whilst every endeavour is made to ensure accuracy, no responsibility is taken for any errors of omissions in detail. 
The terms "Zip", "Hydro Tap", ··Power-Pulse" and "G4 Command Centre·· are trademarks. 
•conditions apply. See website for details. 
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